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In the Tractatus ( 5.631-5.641), Wittgenstein writes of the I which
occurs in philosophy, of the philosophical idea of the subject of experiences. He says first: "The thinking, presenting subject-there is no such
thing." Then, a little later: "In an important sense there is no subject."
This is followed by : "The subject does not belong to the world, but
is a limit of the world." And a little later comes the following paragraph: "There is [therefore] really a sense in which in philosophy we
can talk non-psychologically of the I. The I occurs in philosophy through
the fact that the 'world is my world.' The philosophical I is not the
man, not the human body, or the human soul of which psychology
treats, but the metaphysical subject, the limit-not a part of the world."
These remarks are impressive, but also puzzling and obscure. Reading
them, one might think: Well, let's settle for the human body and the
human soul of which psychology treats, and which is a part of the
world, and let the metaphysical subject go. But again we might think:
No, when I talk of myself, I do after all talk of that which has all of
my experiences, I do talk of the subject of my experiences-and yet also
of something that is part of the world in that it, but not the world,
comes to an end when I die. The limit of my world is not-and is not
so thought of by me-the limit of the world. It may be difficult to
explain the idea of something which is both a subject of experiences
and a part of the world. But it is an idea we have: it should be an idea
we can explain.
Let us think of some of the ways in which we ordinarily talk of
ourselves, of some of the things which we ordinarily ascribe to ourselves. They are of many kinds. We ascribe to ourselves actions and
intentions (I am doing, did, shall do this); sensations (I am warm, in

pain); thoughts and feelings (I think, wonder, want this; am angry,
disappointed, contented); perceptions and memories (I see this, hear
the other, remember that). We ascribe to ourselves, in two senses, position : location (I am on the sofa) and attitude (I am lying down) . And
of course we ascribe to ourselves not only temporary conditions, states,
and situations, like most of these, but also enduring characteristics, including such physical characteristics as height, coloring, shape, and
weight. That is to say, among the things we ascribe to ourselves are
things of a kind that we also ascribe to material bodies to which we
would not dream of ascribing others of the things that we ascribe to
ourselves. Now there seems nothing needing explanation in the fact
that the particular height, coloring, and physical position which we
ascribe to ourselves, should be ascribed to something or other; for that
which one calls one's body is, at least, a body, a material thing. It can
be picked out from others, identified by ordinary physical criteria and
described in ordinary physical terms. But it can seem, and has seemed,
to need explanation that one's states of consciousness, one's thoughts
and sensations, are ascribed to the very same thing as that to which
these physical characteristics, this physical situation, is ascribed. Why
are one's states of consciousness ascribed to the very same thing as
certain corporeal characteristics, a certain physical situation, etc.? And
once this question is raised, another question follows it, viz.: Why are
one's states of consciousness ascribed to (said to be of, or to belong
to) anything at all? It is not to be supposed that the answers to these
questions will be independent of one another.
It might indeed be thought that an answer to both of them could
be found in the unique role which each person's body plays in his
experience, particularly his perceptual experience. All philosophers who
have concerned themselves with these questions have referred to the
uniqueness of this role. (Descartes was well enough aware of its uniqueness: "I am not lodged in my body like a pilot in a vessel.") In what
does this uniqueness consist? Well, of course, in a great many facts.
We may summarize some of these facts by saying that for each person
there is one body which occupies a certain causal position in relation
to that person's perceptual experience, a causal position which is in
various ways unique in relation to each of the various kinds of perceptual experience he has; and-as a further consequence-that this
body is also unique for him as an object of the various kinds of per-
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ceptual experience which he has. This complex uniqueness of the single
body appears, moreover, to be a contingent matter, or rather a cluster
of contingent matters; we can, or it seems that we can, imagine many
peculiar combinations of dependence and independence of aspects of
our perceptual experience on the physical states or situation of more
than one body.
Now I must say, straightaway, that this cluster of apparently contingent facts about the unique role which each person's body plays in
his experience does not seem to me to provide, by itself, an answer to
our questions. Of course these facts explain something. They provide
a very good reason why a subject of experience should have a very
special regard for just one body, why he should think of it as unique
and perhaps more important than any other. They explain-if I may
be permitted to put it so-why I feel peculiarly attached to what in
fact I call my own body; they even might be said to explain why, granted
that I am going to speak of one body as mine, I should speak of this
body (the body that I do speak of as mine) as mine. But they do not
explain why I should have the concept of myself at all, why I should
ascribe my thoughts and experiences to anything. Moreover, even if
we were satisfied with some other explanation of why one's states of
consciousness (thoughts and feelings and perceptions) were ascribed
to something, and satisfied that the facts in question sufficed to explain
why the "possession" of a particular body should be ascribed to the
same thing (i.e., to explain why a particular body should be spoken of
as standing in some special relation, called "being possessed by" to that
thing), yet the facts in question still do not explain why we should, as
we do, ascribe certain corporeal characteristics not simply to the body
standing in this special relation to the thing to which we ascribe
thoughts, feelings, etc., but to the thing itself to which we ascribe
those thoughts and feelings . (For we say "I am bald" as well as "I am
cold," "I am lying on the hearthrug" as well as "I see a spider on the
ceiling.") Briefly, the facts in question explain why a subject of experience should pick out one body from others, give it, perhaps, an honored
name and ascribe to it whatever characteristics it has; but they do not
explain why the experiences should be ascribed to any subject at all;
and they do not explain why, if the experiences are to be ascribed to
something, they and the corporeal characteristics which might be truly
ascribed to the favored body, should be ascribed to the same thing. So

the facts in question do not explain the use that we make of the word
"I", or how any word has the use that word has. They do not explain
the concept we have of a person.

A possible reaction at this point is to say that the concept we have
is wrong or confused, or, if we make it a rule not to say that the concepts we have are confused, that the usage we have, whereby we ascribe,
or seem to ascribe, such different kinds of predicate to one and the same
thing, is confusing, that it conceals the true nature of the concepts involved, or something of this sort. This reaction can be found in two
very important types of view about these matters. The first type of
view is Cartesian, the view of Descartes and of others who think like
him. Over the attribution of the second type of view I am more hesitant; but there is some evidence that it was held, at one period, by
Wittgenstein and possibly also by Schlick. On both of these views, one
of the questions we are considering, namely "Why do we ascribe our
states of consciousness to the very same thing as certain corporeal characteristics, etc.?" is a question which does not arise; for on both views
it is only a linguistic illusion that both kinds of predicate are properly
ascribed to one and the same thing, that there is a common owner, or
subject, of both types of predicate. And on the second of these views,
the other question we are considering, namely "Why do we ascribe
our states of consciousness to anything at all?" is also a question which
does not arise; for on this view, it is only a linguistic illusion that one
ascribes one's states of consciousness at all, that there is any proper
subject of these apparent ascriptions, that states of consciousness belong
to, or are states of, anything. ·
That Descartes held the first of these views is well enough known.
When we speak of a person, we are really referring to one or both
of two distinct substances (two substances of different types), each of
which has its own appropriate type of states and properties; and none
of the properties or states of either can be a property or state of the
other. States of consciousness belong to one of these substances, and
not to the other. I shall say no more about the Cartesian view at
the moment-what I have to say about it will emerge later on-except
to note again that while it escapes one of our questions, it does not
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escape, but indeed invites, the other: "Why are one's states of consciousness ascribed at all, to any subject?"
The second of these views I shall call the "no-ownership" or "nosubject" doctrine of the self. Whether or not anyone has explicitly
held this view, it is worth reconstructing, or constructing, in outline.*
For the errors into which it falls are instructive. The "no-ownership"
theorist may be presumed to start his explanations with facts of the
sort which illustrate the unique causal position of a certain material
body in a person's experience. The theorist maintains that the uniqueness of this body is sufficient to give rise to the idea that one's experiences can be ascribed to some particular individual thing, can be
said to be possessed by, or owned by, that thing. This idea, he thinks,
though infelicitously and misleadingly expressed in terms of ownership,
would have some validity, would make some sort of sense, so long as
we thought of this individual thing, the possessor of the experiences,
as the body itself. So long as we thought in this way, then to ascribe
a particular state of consciousness to this body, this individual thing,
would at least be to say something contingent, something that might
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* The evidence that Wittgenstein at one time held such a view is to be found in
the third of Moore's articles in Mind on "Wittgenstein's Lectures in 1930-33"
(Mind, 1955, especially pp. 13-14) . He is reported to have held that the use of
'T' was utterly different in the case of "I have a tooth-ache" or "I see a red patch"
from its use in the case of "I've got a bad tooth" or 'Tve got a matchbox." He
thought that there were two uses of "I" and that in one of therp. "I" was replaceable
by "this body". So far the view might be Cartesian. But he also said that in the other
use (the use exemplified by " I have a tooth-ache" as opposed to " I have a bad
tooth"), the "I" does not denote a possessor, and that no ego is involved in thinking
or in having tooth-ache; and referred with apparent approval to Lichtenberg's dictum
that, instead of saying "I think," we (or Descartes!) ought to say "There is a
thought" ·(i.e., "Es denkt").
The attribution of such a view to Schlick would have to rest on his article "Meaning and Verification," Pt. V (Readings in Philosophical Analysis, H. Feig] and W.
Sellars, eds.). Like Wittgenstein, Schlick quotes Lichtenberg, and then goes on to
say: "Thus we see that unless we choose to call our body the owner or bearer of the
data [the data of immediate experience]-which seems to be a rather misleading expression-we have to say that the data have no owner or bearer." The full import of
Schlick's article is, however, obscure to me, and it is quite likely that a false impression is given by the quotation of a single sentence. I shall say merely that I have
drawn on Schlick's article in constructing the case of my hypothetical "no-subject"
theorist; but shall not claim to be representing his views.
Lichtenberg's anti-Cartesian dictum is, as the subsequent argument will show, one
that I endorse, if properly used. But it seems to have been repeated, without being
understood, by many of Descartes' critics.
The evidence that Wittgenstein and Schlick ever held a "no-subject" view seems
indecisive, since it is possible that the relevant remarks are intended as criticisms of
a Cartesian view rather than as expositions of the true view.

be, or might have been, false. It might have been a misascription; for
the experience in question might be, or might have been, causally dependent on the state of some other body; in the present admissible,
though infelicitous, sense of "belong'', it might have belonged to some
other individual thing. But now, the theorist suggests, one becomes
confused: one slides from this admissible, though infelicitous, sense in
which one's experiences may be said to belong to, or be possessed by,
some particular thing, to a wholly inadmissible and empty sense of
these expressions; and in this new and inadmissible sense, the particular
thing which is supposed to possess the experiences is not thought of as
a body, but as something else, say an ego.
Suppose we call the first type of possession, which is really a certain
kind of causal dependence, "having1 ", and the second type of possession, "having2 "; and call the individual of the first type "B" and the
supposed individual of the second type "E". Then the difference is
that while it is genuinely a contingent matter that all my experiences
are had1 by B, it appears as a necessary truth that all my experiences
are had2 by E. But the belief in E and in having2 is an illusion. Only
those things whose ownership is logically transferable can be owned at
all. So experiences are not owned by anything except in the dubious
sense of being causally dependent on the state of a particular body. This
is at least a genuine relationship to a thing, in that they might have
stood in it to another thing. Since the whole function of E was to
own experiences in a . logically non-transferable sense of "own", and
since experiences are not owned by anything in this sense, for there
is no such sense of "own", E must be eliminated from the picture
altogether. It only came in because of a confusion.
I think it must be clear that this account of the matter, though it
contains some of the facts, is not coherent. It is not coherent, in that
one who holds it is forced to make use of that sense of possession of
which he denies the existence, in presenting his case for the denial.
When he tries to state the contingent fact, which he thinks gives rise
to the illusion of the "ego," he has to state it in some such form as
"All my experiences are had 1 by (uniquely dependent on the state of)
body B." For any attempt to eliminate the "my", or some other expression with a similar possessive force, would yield something that was
not a contingent fact at all. The proposition that aII experiences are
causally dependent on the state of a single body B, for example, is
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just false. The theorist means to speak of all the experiences had by
a certain person being contingently so dependent. And the theorist
cannot consistently argue that "all the experiences of person P" means
the same thing as "all experiences contingently dependent on a certain
body B"; for then his proposition would not be contingent, as his theory
requires, but analytic. He must mean to be speaking of some class of
experiences of the members of which it is in fact contingently true
that they are all dependent on body B. And the defining characteristic
of this class is in fact that they are "my experiences" or "the experiences
of some person," where the sense of "possession" is the one he calls
into question .
This internal incoherence is a serious matter when it is a question
of denying what prima facie is the case: that is, that one does genuinely
ascribe one's states of consciousness to something, viz., oneself, and that
this kind of ascription is precisely such as the theorist finds unsatisfactory, i.e., is such that it does not seem to make sense to suggest, for
example, that the identical pain which was in fact one's own might
have been another's. We do not have to seek far in order to understand the place of this logically non-transferable kind of ownership in
our general scheme of thought. For if we think of the requirements
of identifying reference, in speech, to particular states of consciousness,
or private experiences, we see that such particulars cannot be thus identifyingly referred to except as the states or experiences 5£ some identified
person. States, or experiences, one might say, owe their identity as particulars to the identity of the person whose states or experiences they
are. And from this it follows immediately that if they can be identified
as particular states or experiences at all, they must be possessed or
ascribable in just that way which the no-ownership theorist ridicules,
i.e., in such a way that it is logically impossible that a particular state
or experience in fact possessed by someone should have been possessed
by anyone else. The requirements of identity rule out logical transferability of ownership. So the theorist could maintain his position only
by denying that we could ever refer to particular states or experiences
at all. And this position is ridiculous.
We may notice, even now, a possible connection between the noownership doctrine and the Cartesian position. The latter is, straightforwardly enough, a dualism of two subjects (two types of subject). The
former could, a little paradoxically, be called a dualism too: a dualism

The no-ownership theorist fails to take account of all the facts. He
takes account of some of them. He implies, correctly, that the unique
position or role of a single body in one's experience is not a sufficient
explanation of the fact that one's experiences, or states of consciousness,
are ascribed to something which has them, with that peculiar nontransferable kind of possession which is here in question. It may be
a necessary part of the explanation, but it is not, by itself, a sufficient
explanation. The theorist, as we have seen, goes on to suggest that it
is perhaps a sufficient explanation of something else: viz., of our confusedly and mistakenly thinking that states of consciousness are to be
ascribed to something in this special way. And this suggestion, as we
have seen, is incoherent: for it involves the denial that someone's states
of consciousness are anyone's. We avoid the incoherence of this denial,
while agreeing that the special role of a single body in someone's experience does not suffice to explain why that experience should be
ascribed to anybody. The fact that there is this special role does not,
by itself, give a sufficient reason why what we think of as a subject of
experience should have any use for the conception of himself as such
a subject.
When I say that the no-ownership theorist's account fails through
not reckoning with all the facts, I have in mind a very simple but, ·in
this question, a very central, thought: viz., that it is a necessary condition of one's ascribing states of consciousness, experiences, to oneself,
in the way one does, that one should also ascribe them (or be pre-
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of one subject (the body) and one non-subject. We might surmise that
the second dualism, paradoxically so called, arises out of the first dualism, nonparadoxically so called; in other words, that if we try to think
of that to which one's states of consciousness are ascribed as something utterly different from that to which certain corporeal characteristics are ascribed, then indeed it becomes difficult to see why states
of consciousness should be ascribed, thought of as belonging to, anything at all. And when we think of this possibility, we may also think
of another: viz., that both the Cartesian and the no-ownership theorist
are profoundly wrong in holding, as each must, that there are two
uses of "I" in one of which it denotes something which it does not
denote in the other.
III
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pared to ascribe them) to others who are not oneself.* This means not
less than it says. It means, for example, that the ascribing phrases should
be used in just the same sense when the subject is . another, as when
the subject is oneself. Of course the thought that this is so gives no
trouble to the non-philosopher: the thought, for example, that "in
pain" means the same whether one says "I am in pain" or "He is in
pain." The dictionaries do not give two sets of meanings for every
expression which describes a state of consciousness: a first-person meaning, and a second- and third-person meaning. But to the philosopher
this thought has given trouble; indeed it has. How could the sense be
the same when the method of verification was so different in the two
cases-or, rather, when there was a method of verification in the one
case (the case of others) and not, properly speaking, in the other case
(the case of oneself)? Or, again, how can it be right to talk of ascribing
in the case of oneself? For surely there can be a question of ascribing
only if there is or could be a question of identifying that to which the
ascription is made? And though there may be a question of identifying
the one who is in pain when that one is another, how can there be
such a question when that one is oneself? But this last query answers
itself as soon as we remember that we speak primarily to others, for
the information of others. In one sense, indeed, there is no question
of my having to tell who it is who is in pain, when I am. In another
sense I may have to tell who it is, i.e., to let others know who it is.

* I can imagine an objection to the unqualified form o~ this state~ent, an o~jec
tion which might be put as follows. Surely the id.ea ?f. a umquely applicable pred1~~e
(a predicate which in fact belongs to only. one ~nd1v1dual) 1s not absur?: And, 1f !t
is not, then surely the most that can be claimed 1s that a necessary condition of one s
ascribing predicates of a certain class to one individual (oneself) is that on~ sh.o?ld be
prepared, or ready, on appropriate occasions, to ascribe them to ~ther md1.v1duals,
and hence that one should have a conception of what those appropnate occas10ns for
ascribing them would be; but not, necessarily, that one should actually do so on any
occasion.
The shortest way with the objection is to admit it, or a.t least to .refrain from. di~
puting it; for the lesser claim is all that the argument str~ctly req~1r~s, though 1t. is
slightly simpler to conduct it on the basis of the larger claim. But 1t is well to pomt
out further that we are not speaking of a single predicate, or merely . of some group
or other of predicates, but of the whole o~ an en~nnous clas~ of pred1~tes s?ch that
the applicability of those predicates or the1r negations determu~es. a T?aior logical type
or category of individuals. To insist, at this level, on the d1stmct10n betweei;i th.e
lesser and the larger claims is to carry the distinction over from ~ level at which it
is clearly correct to a level at which it may well appea: idle or, poss1J:ly, s~nseless. .
The main point here is a purely logical one: the idea o~ a predicate ~s correlative
with that of a range of distinguishable individuals of which the predicate can be
significantly, though not necessarily truly, affirmed.

What I have just said explains, perhaps, how one may properly be
said to ascribe states of consciousness to oneself, given that one ascribes
them to others. But how is it that one can ascribe them to others? Well,
one thing is certain: that it the things one ascribes states of consciousness to, in ascribing them to others, are thought of as a set of Cartesian
egos to which only private experiences can, in correct logical grammar,
be ascribed, then this question is unanswerable and this problem insoluble. If, in identifying the things to which states of consciousness
are to be ascribed, private experiences are to be all one has to go on,
then, just for the very same reason as that for which there is, from one's
own point of view, no question of telling that a private experience is
one's own, there is also no question of telling that a private experience
is another's. All private experiences, all states of consciousness, will be
mine, i.e., no one's. To put it briefly: one can ascribe states of consciousness to oneself only if one can ascribe them to others; one can ascribe
them to others only if one can identify other subjects of experience; and
one cannot identify others if one can identify them only as subjects of
experience, possessors of states of consciousness.
It might be objected that this way with Cartesianism is too short.
After all, there is no difficulty about distinguishing bodies from one
another, no difficulty about identifying bodies. And does not this give
us an indirect way of identifying subjects of experience, while preserving
the Cartesian mode? Can we not identify such a subject as, for example,
"the subject that stands to that body in the same special relation as I
stand to this one"; or, in other words, "the subject of those experiences
which stand in the same unique causal relation to body N as my experiences stand to body M"? But this suggestion is useless. It requires
me to have noted that my experiences stand in a special relation to
body M, when it is just the right to speak of my experiences at all that
is in question. (It requires me to have noted that my experiences stand
in a special relation to body M; but it requires me to have noted this
as a condition of being able to identify other subjects of experience, i.e.,
as a condition of having the idea of myself as a subject of experience,
i.e., as a condition of thinking of any experience as mine.) So long as
we persist in talking, in the mode of this explanation, of experiences
on the one hand, and bodies on the other, the most I may be allowed
to have noted is that experiences, all experiences, stand in a special relation to body M, that body M is unique in just this way, that this is
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what makes body M unique among bodies. (This "most" is, perhaps, too
much-because of the presence of the word "experiences".) The proffered explanation runs: "Another subject of experience is distinguished
and identified as the subject of those experiences which stand in the
same unique causal relationship to body N as my experiences stand to
body M." And the objection is: "But what is the word 'my' doing in
this explanation? (It could not get on without it.)"
What we have to acknowledge, in order to begin to free ourselves
from these difficulties, is the primitiveness of the concept of a person.
What I mean by the concept of a person is the concept of a type of
entity such that both predicates ascribing states of consciousness and
predicates ascribing corporeal characteristics, a physical situation, etc.
are equally applicable to a single individual of that single type. And
what I mean by saying that this concept is primitive can be put in a
number of ways. One way is to return to those two questions I asked
earlier: viz., (I ) why are states of consciousness ascribed to anything
at all? and ( 2) why are they ascribed to the very same thing as certain
corporeal characteristics, a certain physical situation, etc.? I remarked
at the beginning that it was not to be supposed that the answers to
these questions were independent of each other. And now I shall say
that they are connected in this way: that a necessary condition of states
of consciousness being ascribed at all is that they should be ascribed
to the very same things as certain corporeal characteristics, a certain
physical situation, etc. That is to say, states of consciousness could not
be ascribed at all, unless they were ascribed to persons, in the sense I
have claimed for this word. We are tempted to think of a person as
a sort of compound of two kinds of subject-a subject of experiences (a
pure consciousness, an ego), on the one hand, and a subject of corporeal
attributes on the other.
Many questions arise when we think in this way. But, in particular,
when we ask ourselves how we come to frame, to get a use for, the
concept of this compound of two subjects, the picture-if we are
honest and careful-is apt to change from the picture of two subjects
to the picture of one subject and one non-subject. For it becomes impossible to see how we could come by the idea of different, distinguishable, identifiable subjects of experiences-different consciousnesses-if
this idea is thought of as logically primitive, as a logical ingredient in the
compound idea of a person, the latter being composed of two subjects.

For there could never be any question of assigning an experience, as
such, to any subject other than oneself; and therefore never any question of assigning it to oneself either, never any question of ascribing it
to a subject at all. So the concept of the pure individual consciousnessthe pure ego-is a concept that cannot exist; or, at least, cannot exist
as a primary concept in terms of which the concept of a person can
be explained or analyzed. It can only exist, if at all, as a secondary, nonprimitive concept, which itself is to be explained, analyzed, in terms of
the concept of a person. It was the entity corresponding to this illusory
primary concept of the pure consciousness, the ego-substance, for which
Hume was seeking, or ironically pretending to seek, when he looked
into himself, and complained that he could never discover himself without a perception and could never discover anything but the perception.
More seriously-and this time there was no irony, but a confusion, a
Nemesis of confusion for Hume-it was this entity of which Hume
vainly sought for the principle of unity, confessing himself perplexed
and defeated; sought vainly because there is no principle of unity where
there is no principle of differentiation. It was this, too, to which Kant,
more perspicacious here than Hume, accorded a purely formal ("analytic") unity: the unity of the "I think" that accompanies all my perceptions and therefore might just as well accompany none. And finally
it is this, perhaps, of which Wittgenstein spoke when he said of the
subject, first, that there is no such thing, and, second, that it is not a
part of the world, but its limit.
So, then, the word "I" never refers to this, the pure subject. But
this does not mean, as the no-ownership theorist must think and as
Wittgenstein, at least at one period, seemed to think, that "I" in some
cases does not refer at all. It refers, because I am a person among others.
And the predicates which would, per impossible, belong to the pure
subject if it could be referred to, belong properly to the person to
which "I" does refer.
The concept of a person is logically prior to that of an .individual
consciousness. The concept of a person is not to be analyzed as that
of an animated body or of an embodied anima. This is not to say that
the concept of a pure individual consciousness might not have a logically secondary existence, if one thinks, or finds, it desirable. We speak
of a dead person-a body-and in the same secondary way we might
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at least think of a disembodied person, retaining the logical benefit of
individuality from having been a person.*

* A little further thought will show how limited this concession is. But I shall not
discuss the question now.

of that type. And all I have said about the meaning of saying that this
concept is primitive is that it is not to be analyzed in a certain way or
ways. We are not, for example, to think of it as a secondary kind of
entity in relation to two primary kinds, viz., a particular consciousness
and a particular human body. I implied also that the Cartesian error
is just a special case of a more general error, present in a different form
in theories of the no-ownership type, of thinking of the designations,
or apparent designations, of persons as not denoting precisely the same
thing, or entity, for all kinds of predicate ascribed to the entity designated. That is, if we are to avoid the general form of this error we
must not think of "I" or "Smith" as suffering from type-ambiguity. (If
we want to locate type-ambiguity somewhere, we would do better to
locate it in certain predicates like "is in the drawing room", "was hit
by a stone", etc., and say they mean one thing when applied to material objects and another when applied to persons.)
This is all I have so far said or implied about the meaning of saying
that the concept of a person is primitive. What has to be brought out
further is what the implications of saying this are as regards the logical
character of those predicates in which we ascribe states of consciousness. And for this purpose we may well consider P-predicates in general.
For though not all P-predicates are what we should call "predicates
ascribing states of consciousness" (for example, "going for a walk" is
not), they may be said to have this in common, that they imply the
possession of consciousness on the part of that to which they are
ascribed.
What then are the consequences of this view as regards the character
of P-predicates? I think they are these. Clearly there is no sense in talking of identifiable individuals of a special type, a type, namely, such
that they possess both M-predicates and P-predicates, unless there is
in principle some way of telling, with regard to any individual of that
type, and any P-predicate, whether that individual possesses that Ppredicate. And, in the case of at least some P-predicates, the ways of
telling must constitute in some sense logically adequate kinds of criteria
for the ascription of the P-predicate. For suppose in no case did these
ways of telling constitute logically adequate kinds of criteria. Then we
should have to think of the relation between the ways of telling and
what the P-predicate ascribes (or a part of what it ascribes) always in
the following way: we should have to think of the ways of telling as
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IV

It is important to realize the full extent of the acknowledgment one
is making in acknowledging the logical primitiveness of the concept
of a person. Let me rehearse briefly the stages of the argument. There
would be no question of ascribing one's own states of consciousness,
or experiences, to anything, unless one also ascribed states of consciousness, or experiences, to other individual entities of the same logical type
as that thing to which one ascribes one's own states of consciousness.
The condition of reckoning oneself as a subject of such predicates is
that one should also reckon others as subjects of such predicates. The
condition, in turn, of this being possible, is that one should be able
to distinguish from one another (pick out, identify) different subjects
of such predicates, i.e., different individuals of the type concerned. And
the condition, in turn, of this being possible .is that the individuals concerned, including oneself, should be of a certain unique type: of a type,
namely, such that to each individual of that type there must be ascribed,
or ascribable, both states of consciousness and corporeal characteristics.
But this characterization of the type is still very opaque and does not
at all clearly bring out what is involved. To bring this out; I must make
a rough division, into two, of the kinds of predicates properly applied
to individuals of this type. The first kind of predicate consists of those
which are also properly applied to material bodies to which we would
not dream of applying predicates ascribing states of consciousness. I will
call this first kind M-predicates: and they include things like "weighs
IO stone", "is in the drawing room", and so on. The second kind consists of all the other predicates we apply to persons. These I shall call
P-predicates. And P-predicates, of course, will be very various. They will
include things like "is smiling", "is going for a walk", as well as things
like "is in pain", "is thinking hard'', "believes in God'', and so on.
So far I have said that the concept of a person is to be understood
as the concept of a type of entity such that both predicates ascribing
states of consciousness and predicates ascribing corporeal characteristics,
a physical situation, etc. are equally applicable to an individual entity
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signs of the presence, in the individual concerned, of this different
thing (the state of consciousness). But then we could only know that
the way of telling was a sign of the presence of the different thing
ascribed by the P-predicate, by the observation of correlations between
the two. But this observation we could each make only in one case,
namely, our own. And now we are back in the position of the defender
of Cartesianism, who thought our way with it was too short. For what,
now, does "our own case" mean? There is no sense in the idea of
ascribing states of consciousness to oneself, or at all, unless the ascriber
already knows how to ascribe at least some states of consciousness to
others. So he cannot (or cannot generally) argue "from his own case"
to conclusions about how to do this; for unless he already knows how
to do this, he has no conception of his own case, or any case (i.e., any
subject of experiences). Instead, he just has evidence that pain, etc. may
be expected when a certain body is affected in certain ways and not
when others are.
The conclusion here is, of course, not new. What I have said is that
one ascribes P-predicates to others on the strength of observation of
their behavior; and that the behavior criteria one goes on are not just
signs of the presence of what is meant by the P-predicate, but are criteria
of a logically adequate kind for the ascription of the P-predicate. On
behalf of this conclusion, however, I am claiming that it follows from
a consideration of the conditions necessary for any ascription of states
of consciousness to anything. The point is not that we must accept
this conclusion in order to avoid skepticism, but that we must accept
it in order to explain the existence of the conceptual scheme in terms
of which the skeptical problem is stated. But once the conclusion is
accepted, the skeptical problem does not arise. (And so with the generality of skeptical problems: their statement involves the pretended
acceptance of a conceptual scheme and at the same time the silent repudiation of one of the conditions of its existence. This is why they
are, in the terms in which they are stated, insoluble.) But this is only
half the picture about P-predicates.
Now let us turn to the other half. For of course it is true, at least
of some important classes of P-predicates, that when one ascribes them
to oneself, one does not do so on the strength of observation of those
behavior criteria on the strength of which one ascribes them to others.
111is is not true of all P-predicates. It is not, in general, true of those

which carry assessments of character and capability: these, when selfascribed, are in general ascribed on the same kind of basis as that on
which they are ascribed to others. And of those P-predicates of which
it is true that one does not generally ascribe them to oneself on the
basis of the criteria on the strength of which one ascribes them to
others, there are many of which it is also true that their ascription is
liable to correction by the self-ascriber on this basis. But there remain
many cases in which one has an entirely adequate basis for ascribing
a P-predicate to oneself, and yet in which this basis is quite distinct from
those on which one ascribes the predicate to another. (Thus one says,
reporting a present state of mind or feeling : " I feel tired, am depressed,
am in pain.") How can this fact be reconciled with the doctrine that
the criteria on the strength of which one ascribes P-predicates to others
are criteria of a logically adequate kind for this ascription?
The apparent difficulty of bringing about this reconciliation may
tempt us in many directions. It may tempt us, for example, to deny
that these self-ascriptions are really ascriptions at all; to assimilate firstperson ascriptions of states of consciousness to those other forms of
behavior which constitute criteria on the basis of which one person
ascribes P-predicates to another. This device seems to avoid the difficulty; it is not, in all cases, entirely inappropriate. But it obscures the
facts, and is needless. It is merely a sophisticated form of failure to
recognize the special character of P-predicates (or at least of a crucial
class of P-predicates). For just as there is not (in general) one primary
process of learning, or teaching oneself, an inner private meaning. for
predicates of this class, then another process of learning to apply such
predicates to others on the strength of a correlation, noted in one's
own case, with certain forms of behavior, so-and equally-there is not
(in general) one primary process of learning to apply such predicates
to others on the strength of behavior criteria, and then another process
of acquiring the secondary technique of exhibiting a new form of behavior, viz., first-person P-utterances. Both these pictures are refusals to
acknowledge the unique logical character of the predicates concerned.
Suppose we write 'Px' as the genera] form of propositional function
of such a predicate. Then according to the first picture, the expression
which primarily replaces "x" in this form is "I", the first-person singular
pronoun; its uses with other replacements are secondary, derivative, and
shaky. According to the second picture, on the other hand, the primary
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replacements ·of "x" in this form are "he'', "that person", etc., .and its
use with "I" is secondary, peculiar, not a true ascriptive use. But it is
essential to the character of these predicates that they have both firstand third-person ascriptive uses, that they are both self-ascribable otherwise than on the basis of observation of the behavior of the subject of
them, and other-ascribable on the basis of behavior criteria. To learn
their use is to learn both aspects of their use. In order to have this
type of concept, one must be both a self-ascriber and an other-ascriber
of such predicates, and must see every other as a self-ascriber. And in
order to understand this type of concept, one must acknowledge that
there is a kind of predicate which is unambiguously and adequately
ascribable both on the basis of observation of the subject of the predicate and not on this basis (independently of observation of the subject) : the second case is the case where the ascriber is also the subject.
If there were no concepts answering to the characterization I have just
given, we should indeed have no philosophical problem about the soul;
but equally we should not have our concept of a person.
To put the point-with a certain unavoidable crudity-in terms of
one particular concept of this class, say, that of depression, we speak
of behaving in a depressed way (of depressed behavior) and also of
feeling depressed (of a feeling of depression) . One is inclined to argue
that feelings can be felt, but not observed, and behavior can be observed,
but not felt, and that therefore there must be room here to drive in a
logical wedge. But the concept of depression spans the place where
one wants to drive it in. We might say, in order for there to be such
a concept as that of X's depression, the depression which X has, the
concept must cover both what is felt, but not observed, by X and what
may be observed, but not felt, by others than X (for all values of X).
But it is perhaps better to say: X's depression is something, one and
the same thing, .which is felt but not observed by X and observed but
not felt by others than X. (And, of course, .what can be observed can
also be faked or disguised.) To refuse to accept this is to refuse to
accept the structure of the language in which we talk about depression.
That is, in a sense, all right. One might give up talking; or devise, perhaps, a different structu:r:e in .terms of which to soliloquize. What is
not all right is simultaneously . to pretend to accept that structure and
to refuse to accept it; i.e., to couch one's rejection in the language of
that structure.

It is in this light that we must see some of the familiar philosophical
difficulties in the topic of the mind. For some of them spring from
just such a failure to admit, or fully appreciate, the character which I
have been claiming for at least some P-predicates. It is not seen that
these predicates could not have either aspect of their use (the selfascriptive and the non-self-ascriptive) without having the other aspect.
Instead, one aspect of their use is taken as self-sufficient, which it could
not be, and then the other aspect appears as problematical. And so we
oscillate between philosophical skepticism and philosophical behaviorism. When we take the self-ascriptive aspect of the use of some Ppredicate (say, "depressed") as primary, then a logical gap seems to
open between the criteria on the strength of which we say that another
is depressed, and the actual state of depression. What we do not realize
is that if this logical gap is allowed to open, then it swallows not only
his depression, but our depression as well. For if the logical gap exists,
then depressed behavior, however much there is of it, is no more than
a sign of depression. And it can become a sign of depression only because of an observed correlation between it and depression. But whose
depression? Only mine, one is tempted to say. But if only mine, then
not mine at all. The skeptical position customarily represents the crossing of the logical gap as at best a shaky inference. But the point is that
not even the syntax of the premises of the inference exists if the gap
exists.
If, on the other hand, we take the other-ascriptive uses of these predicates as self-sufficient, we may come to think that all there is in the
meaning of these predicates, as predicates, is the criteria on the strength
of which we ascribe them to others. Does this not follow from the
denial of the logical gap? It does not follow. To think that it does is
to forget the self-ascriptive use of these predicates, to forget that we
have to do with a class of predicates to the meaning of which it is
essential that they should be both self-ascribable and other-ascribable
to the same individual, when self-ascriptions are not made on the observational basis on which other-ascriptions are made, but on another
basis. It is not that these predicates have two kinds of meaning. Rather,
it is essential to the single kind of meaning that they do have that both
ways of ascribing them should be perfectly in order.
If one is playing a game of cards, the distinctive markings of a certain
card constitute a logically adequate criterion for calling it, say, the
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Queen of Hearts; but, in calling it this, in the context of the game,
one is also ascribing to it properties over and above the possession of
those markings. The predicate gets its meaning from the whole structure .
of the game. So it is with the language which ascribes P-predicates. To
say that the criteria on the strength of which we ascribe P-predicates
to others are of a logically adequate kind for this ascription is not to
say that all there is to the ascriptive meaning of these predicates is
these criteria. To say this is to forget that they are P-predicates, to
forget the rest of the language-structure to which they belong.

PERSONS

* I mean, in the hope of an answer which does not merely say: Well, there are
people in the world.

cate a characteristic pattern, or range of patterns, of bodily movement,
while not indicating at all precisely any very definite sensation or experience. I mean such things as "going for a walk", "furling a rope'',
"playing ball", "writing a letter". Such predicates have the interesting
characteristic of many P-predicates that one does not, in general, ascribe
them to oneself on the strength of observation, whereas one does ascribe
them to others on the strength of observation. But, in the case of these
predicates, one feels minimal reluctance to concede that what is
ascribed in these two different ways is the same. And this is because
of the marked dominance of a fairly definite pattern of bodily movement in what they ascribe, and the marked absence of any distinctive
experience. They release us from the idea that the only things we can
know about without observation, or inference, or both, are private experiences; we can know also, without telling by either of these means,
about the present and future movements of a body. Yet bodily movements are certainly also things we can know about by observation and
inference.
Among the things that we observe, as opposed to the things we know
without observation, are the movements of bodies similar to that about
which we have knowledge not based on observation. It is important
that we understand such observed movements; they bear on and condition our own. And in fact we understand them, we interpret them,
only by seeing them as elements in just such plans or schemes of action
as those of which we know the present course and future development
without observation of the relevant present movements. But this is to
say that we see such movements (the observed movements of others)
as actions, that we interpret them in terms of intention, that we see
them as movements of individuals of a type to which also belongs that
individual whose present and future movements we know about without observation; that we see others, as self-ascribers, not on the basis
of observations, of what we ascribe to them on this basis.
Of course these remarks are not intended to suggest how the "problem of other minds" could be solved, or our beliefs about others given
a general philosophical "justification." I have already argued that such
a "solution" or "justification" is impossible, that the demand for it
cannot be coherently stated. Nor are these remarks intended as a priori
genetic psychology. They are simply intended to help to make it seem
intelligible to us, at this stage in the history of the philosophy of this
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Now our perplexities may take a different form, the form of the
question "But how can one ascribe to oneself, not on the basis of observation, the very same thing that others may have, on the basis of
observation, a logically adequate reason for ascribing to one?" And this
question may be absorbed in a wider one, which might be phrased:
"How are P-predicates possible?" or "How is the concept of a person
possible?" This is the question by which we replace those two earlier
questions, viz.: "Why are states of consciousness ascribed at all, ascribed
to anything?" and "Why are they ascribed to the very same thing as
certain corporeal characteristics, etc.?" For the answer to these two
initial questions is to be found nowhere else but in the admission of
the primitiveness of the concept of a person, and hence of the unique
character of P-predicates. So residual perplexities have to frame themselves in this new way. For when we have acknowledged the primitiveness of the concept of a person and, with it, the unique character of
P-predicates, we may still want to ask what it is in the natural facts
that makes it intelligible that we should have this concept, and to
ask this in the hope of a non-trivial answer.* I do not pretend to be
able to satisfy this demand at all fully . But I may mention two very
different things which might count as beginnings or fragments of an
answer.
And, first, I think a beginning can be made by moving a certain class
of P-predicates to a central position in the picture. They are predicates,
roughly, which involve doing something, which clearly imply intention
or a state of mind or at least consciousness in general, and which indi-
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subject, that we have the conceptual scheme we have. What I am
suggesting is that it is easier to understand how we can see each other
(and ourselves) as persons, if we think first of the fact that we act, and
act on each other, and act in accordance with a common human nature.
"To see each other as persons" is a lot of things; but not a lot of
separate and unconnected things. The class of P-predicates that I have
moved into the center of the picture are not unconnectedly there, detached from others irrelevant to them. On the contrary, they are inextricably bound up with the others, interwoven with them. The topic
of the mind does not divide into unconnected subjects.
I spoke just now of a common human nature. But there is also a
sense in which a condition of the existence of the conceptual scheme
we have is that human nature should not be common, should not be,
that is, a community nature. Philosophers used to discuss the question
of whether there was, or could be, such a thing as a "group mind." And
for some the idea had a peculiar fascination, while to others it seemed
utterly absurd and nonsensical and at the same time, curiously enough,
pernicious. It is easy to see why these last found it pernicious: they
found something horrible in the thought that people should cease to
have toward individual persons the kind of attitudes that they did have,
and instead have attitudes in some way analogous to those toward
groups; and that they might cease to decide individual courses of action
for themselves and instead merely participate in corporate activities.
But their finding it pernicious showed that they understood the idea
they claimed to be absurd only too well. The fact that we find it natural
to individuate as persons the members of a certain class of what might
also be individuated as organic bodies does not mean that such a conceptual scheme is inevitable for any class of beings not utterly unlike
ourselves.
Might we not construct the idea of a special kind of social world in
which the concept of an individual person has no employment, whereas
an analogous concept for groups does have employment? Think, to
begin with, of certain aspects of actual human existence. Think, for
example, of two groups of human beings engaged in some competitive
but corporate activity, such as battle, for which they have been exceedingly well trained. We may even suppose that orders are superfluous,
though information is passed. It is easy to imagine that, while absorbed
in such activity, the members of the groups make no references to indi-

vidual persons at all, have no use for personal names or pronouns. They
do, however, refer to the groups and apply to them predicates analogous
to those predicates ascribing purposive activity which we normally apply
to individual persons. They may, in fact, use in such circumstances the
plural forms "we" and "they"; but these are not genuine plurals, they
are plurals without a singular, such as we use in sentences like these:
"We have taken the citadel," "We have lost the game." They may also
refer to elements in the group, to members of the group, but exclusively
in terms which get their sense from the parts played by these elements
in the corporate activity. (Thus we sometimes refer to what are in fact
persons as "stroke" or "tackle".)
When we think of such cases, we see that we ourselves, over a part
of our social lives-not, I am thankful to say, a very large part-do
operate conceptual schemes in which the idea of the individual person
has no place, in which its place is taken, so to speak, by that of a group.
But might we not think of communities or groups such that this part
of the lives of their members was the dominant part-or was the whole?
It sometimes happens, with groups of human beings, that, as we say,
their members think, feel, and act "as one." The point I wish to make
is that a condition for the existence, the use, of the concept of an
individual person is that this should happen only sometimes.
It is absolutely useless to say, at this point: But all the same, even
if this happened all the time, every member of the group would have
an individual consciousness, would be an individual subject of experience. The point is, once more, that there is no sense in speaking of
the individual consciousness just as such, of the individual subject
of experience just as such: for there is no way of identifying such pure
entities.* It is true, of course, that in suggesting this fantasy, I have
taken our concept of an individual person as a starting point. It is this
fact which makes the useless reaction a natural one. But suppose, in~
stead, I had made the following suggestion: that each part of the
human body, each organ and each member, had an individual consciousness, was a separate center of experiences. This, in the same way, but
more obviously, would be a useless suggestion. Then imagine all the
intermediate cases, for instance these. There is a class of moving natural
objects, divided into groups, each group exhibiting the same charac-
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" More accurately : their identification is necessarily secondary to the identification
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teristic pattern of activity. Within each group there are certain differentiations of appearance accompanying differentiations of function, and
in particular there is one member of each group with a distinctive
appearance. Cannot one imagine different sets of observations which
might lead us, in the one case, to think of the particular member as
the spokesman of the group, as its mouthpiece; and in the other case
to think of him as its mouth, to think of the group as a single scattered
body? The point is that as soon as we adopt the latter way of thinking
then we want to drop the former; we are no longer influenced by the
human analogy in its first form, but only in its second; and we no longer
want to say: "Perhaps the members have consciousness." To understand
the movement of our thought here, we need only remember the startling
ambiguity of the phrase "a body and its members'. '.

Where Hume erred, or seems to have erred, both Kant and Wittgenstein had the better insight. Perhaps neither always expressed it in the
happiest way. For Kant's doctrine that the "analytic unity of consciousness" neither requires nor entails any principle of unity is not as clear
as one could wish. And Wittgenstein's remarks (at one time) to the
effect that the data of consciousness are not owned, that "I" as used
by Jones, in speaking of his own feelings, etc., does not refer to what
"Jones" as used by another refers to, seem needlessly to flout the conceptual scheme we actually employ. It is needlessly paradoxical to deny,
or seem to deny, that when Smith says "Jones has a pain" and Jones
says "I have a pain," they are talking about the same entity and saying
the same thing about it, needlessly paradoxical to deny that Jones can
confirm that he has a pain. Instead of denying that self-ascribed states
of consciousness are really ascribed at all, it is more in harmony with
our actual ways of talking to say: For each user of the language, there
is just one person in ascribing to whom states of consciousness he does
not need to use the criteria of the observed behavior of that person
(though he does not necessarily not do so); and that person is himself.
This remark at least respects the structure of the conceptual scheme
we employ, without precluding further examination of it.

VI

I shall not pursue this attempt at explanation any further. What I
have been mainly arguing for is that we should acknowledge the logical primitiveness of the concept of a person and, with this, the unique
logical character of certain predicates. Once this is acknowledged, certain traditional philosophical problems are seen not to be problems at
all. In particular, the problem that seems to have perplexed Hume *
does not exist-the problem of the principle of unity, of identity, of
the particular consciousness, of the particular subject of "perceptions"
(experiences) considered as a primary particular. There is no such problem and no such principle. If there were such a principle, then each
of us would have to apply it in order to decide whether any contemporary experience of his was his or someone else's; and there is no sense
in this suggestion. (This is not to deny, of course, that one person may
be unsure of his own identity in some way, may be unsure, for example,
whether some particular action, or series of actions, had been performed
by him. Then he uses the same methods (the same in principle) to
resolve the doubt about himself as anyone else uses to resolve the same
doubt about him. And these methods simply involve the application
of the ordinary criteria for personal identity. There remains the question of what exactly these criteria are, what their relative weights are,
etc.; but, once disentangled from spurious questions, this is one of
the easier problems in philosophy.)
* Cf. the Appendix to the Treatise of Human Nature.
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